Is armouring the answer? Think again!

Erosion Example by Nikki Wright

Saturday, September 21, 2013
An invitation to all islanders & visitors
Join Nikki & Leanna for
“What Nature May be Telling us About Adapting to Changing Climate”
1:30 to 4:30 PM upstairs at the Pender Island Community Hall

Providing an important opportunity to learn about adapting to Changing Climate

Once again for the benefit of the community, PICA has requested the return of Nikki Wright of SeaChange & Leanna Boyer from the Mayne Island Conservancy to provide an amazing opportunity to learn and realize the importance of "what we can learn from nature" at this critical time in the life of the Earth. Climate change will affect all of us and the way we live – so take this opportunity to become more aware of: Shoreline Dynamics; Sea Level Rise, Interrelationships with shorelines and possible consequences.

Let’s get together and learn how to preserve, protect and respect what Mother Nature has to offer us and future generations as we face the impacts of climate change.

Mark your calendars and take advantage of this opportunity

Questions? Contact Sara at 629-6885